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PREFACE

This report is the second of the two-part documentation of

Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation's analysis of the large urban

fire environment. This part presents calculations of the character-

istics of nuclear-weapon-ignited fires. Part I develops the theory

underlying the analysis. All work was performed for the Federal

Emergency Management Agency under contract EMW-C-0747; the technical

monitor was Dr. David Bensen.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the contributions of Dr.

Harold L. Brode.
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SUMMARY

This report considers the large-fire environment that would occur

in an urban area subject to a nuclear weapon explosion. The effects

of system parameters are explored in a sensitivity study, and results

for three model cities are presented.

The examples are characterized by extensive areas simultaneously

burning, strong buoyancy, and large temperature gradients. Several

such fires occurred during World War II. Though those fires were

dramatic in intensity and destructiveness, each involved a relatively

small area. A nuclear weapon explosion could generate a far larger

area fire and a more severe fire environment. This report is intended

to define such large fires. The results should be applicable for

damage evaluation, formulation of shelter requirements, and rescue

planning.

The calculations are based on the theory developed in Part I of

this report, which is applicable to the fire zone and the volume

immediately above it (turning region). The effects of variable area

heating, turbulence, strong buoyancy, large temperature changes, and

radiation are treated. The induced fire winds and rapid temperature

changes at the fire periphery are uniquely determined by the use of

jump conditions. Simulations of the Hamburg firestorm and a large

Flambeau fire agreed well with available data.

The parametric analysis considers a large area fire and the ef-

fects of fire sik,, L~eating rates, mixing coefficients, and hot gas/

smoke radiation. The results show the influence of those variables

on the induced fire winds, mean temperature, and pressure gradients.

In general, an increase in either the fire size or heating rate raises

the mean temperature levels and the induced fire-wind velocities.

For the larger heat release rates or fire sizes, the attendant in-

creases in mean temperature and velocity are limited by compressi-

bility effects.

Fires such as may result from a megaton-yield explosion are

analyzed for three model urban areas. Each city is characterized by
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a high-density center, a surrounding belt of mixed residential/

industrial construction, and a lower density suburban belt. Each

model city portrays a different degree of building density and urban

sprawl. The results illustrate how a particular city geometry affects

the velocity and temperature fields for a given fire. An additional

series of computations considers reduction of the fire area by severe

blast damage and debris formation. For those calculations, complete

burning was allowed in an annular area, with the fire intensity signif-

icantly reduced in the center.

Finally, the model is employed to estimate the behavior of the

velocity and temperature fields as a function of fire evolution.

Those calculations may indicate the most appropriate periods for

effecting rescue operations as well as provide an estimate of time-

dependent shelter loadings.

Ih
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SYMBOLS

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

A = dimensionless constant, gH/U

cp = specific heat capacity at constant pressure

EB = average heat released per unit weight of all combustibles

I = effective kinematic viscosity (for turbulent flow)

fBu = building density (ratio of area covered by buildings to
total area)

F = dimensionless measure of QH [defined by Eq. (13)]

g = gravitational acceleration

H = maximum height of flames

k = reciprocal of graybody radiation mean free path

k = effective thermal conductivity (for turbulent flow)

K1 = dimensionless heat-diffusion coefficient

Ls = average fuel loading per building story

LT = average areal fuel loading

M = dimensionless momentum-diffusion coefficient

Ns = average number of building stories

P = perturbation pressure (dimensionless)

P = ground-level atmospheric pressure in far fielda

P = maximum perturbation pressure
max

q - dimensionless spatial distribution of volumetric heat-
addition rate

Q = volumetric heat-addition-rate scale

QA = areal heat-addition rate

L .1,-
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r = radial position coordinate (dimensionless, except in
Figs. 24 through 26)

R - fire radius

T -temperature (dimensionless)

T = ground-level atmospheric temperature in far field
a

T m maximum temperaturemax

u = radial velocity (dimensionless)

u = maximum radial velocity
max

U - radial velocity scale

v = vertical velocity (dimensionless)

v = maximum vertical velocitymax

y = vertical position coordinate (dimensionless)

y = specific heat ratio

6 = dimensionless constant, U 2/(P a/pa )

= radial dependence of model-city heat release rates in
blast-modified cases

P = density (dimensionless)

Pa = ground-level atmospheric density in far field

a = radiation coefficient (dimensionless constant),
47r&T 4k*/Q

a

= Stefan's constant

SYMBOLSt USED IN DOCUMENTATION OF PREDICTION ALGORITHM

E. = intermediate variable [defined by Eq. (A.37)]

F, G, H - vectors of functions that are to be driven to zero (by
proper choice of x) in Newton iterations, and that
represent discretized model equations on Individual

lines of constant y

1Mathematical variables only--not FORTRAN labels.
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Gi, H. = ith components of G and H

i - radial position index (1 : i : M + 1)

j = veLtical position index (1 r j : N + 1)

J - DF/x Jacobian matrix

k = vector component index (1 ! k : 2M)

= index for a, 8, y, 6 Jacobian elements (1 : Z : M)

m, n - iteration counters in Newton and shooting iterations

M, N = number of finite difference cells in radial and verti-
cal directions, respectively (see footnote, p. 68)

p = index for a, 8, y, 6 Jacobian elements (0 t p ! 2)

Pi,j = P(ri, y.)

Pold' Pn ew = successive discretized forms of P in shooting iterations

(Qq)max = maximum value of Qq

r = (i - 1) Ar

Ri - sum of all terms in Gi , for any line y = yj, j fixed,
that depend only on y = Yj-l data

t = time

T - vector of discrete T values for line of constant y

T i j = T(ri, y.)

Told' Tn n successive discretized forms of T in shooting iterations

u - vector of discrete u values for line of constant y

u = u(ri, Yj)

U= successive discretized forms of u in shooting iterationsUol d ' Unew

v. = v(ri, y.)1,j

w - generic variable

w i j = generic finite-difference variable

,- N I.0
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x = vector of discrete u and T values for line of constant y

x = kth component of x

x old' xnew = successive discretized forms of x in Newton iterations

yj = (j - 1) Ay for j s 5M + 1; 5 + (j - 5M - 1)(2 Ar) for
j > 5M+1

Ymax - maximum value of y considered

4. 4,
p,2 = nonzero element in aG/u Jacobian (0 ! p : 2, 1 : I M)

p,.4.
yp, = nonzero element in H/au Jacobian (0 r p c 2, 1 :!r 2 M)

6 = vector difference between successive values of x in
Newton iterations

6k = kth component of 6

5 = nonzero element in aH/DT Jacobian (0 c p : 2, 1 N 2 M)

Ar, Ay = cell width and height, respectively

i = sum of all terms in Hi , for any line y = yj, j fixed,

that depend only on y = Yj-l data

i = p(ri, y.)

w = relaxation coefficient in shooting iterations

0
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents predictions of the temperatures, pressures,

and high-speed winds created by large urban fires. The dependence of

those quantities on fire size, burning rate, and various other param-

eters is explored, and fires in model U.S. cities are examined.

Simulations in which nuclear-weapon-ignited fires are extinguished

in the center by blast are compared with those in which the fires con-

tinue to burn. The model developed in Part I of this report was used

to calculate all values. That model may be readily extended to obtain

estimates of oxygen depletion ard noxious gas buildup as well and,

hence, a fairly complete baseline description of the environment facing

civil defense personnel when large urban areas are burning.

Most previous research concerning the hydrothermodynamics of

free-burning fires has been restricted to the weakly buoyant free-

convection plume. The resulting theories describe the basic flow in

the middle and upper parts of a long, thin plume over a small fire,

and may be relevant to some portion of the convection column generated

over a large urban fire [e.g., Morton, Taylor, and Turner, 1956; Murgai

and Emmons, 1960; Yokoi, 1960; Nielsen and Tao, 1965]. However, as dis-

cussed in Part I, such theories are inapplicable in and around the com-

bustion zone, so they cannot be used to predict the environment and

high-speed surface winds induced by large fires.

Smith, Morton, and Leslie [1975] present global computations of

the hydrothermodynamic environment near the combustion zone as well

as above it. In their calculations, all components of the fire-

generated flow field--e.g., surface inflow, the convection column,

the far field--are considered collectively, and the strong coupling

between dynamic forces and the induced surface winds is demonstrated.

In and around the combustion zone, however, density changes are

assumed to be small (Boussinesq approximation), htat is input at the

boundary rather than in volume, and not much resolution is sought.

L I



Further, the computations are not specifically designed for the

analysis of large urban fires.

In a more recent study, Brode, Larson, and Small [19821 adopt

the basic computational approach of Smith, Morton, and Leslie in

studying the mesoscale motions generated by large fires, but eliminate

some of the stated deficiencies. Their work is directly aimed at the

definition of the large urban fire environment, and arbitrary changes

in temperature and density are allowed in the near-fire region. The

resolution in that region is still rather coarse, however.

The component analysis introduced by Small, Larson, and Brode

[1981] provides an alternative to the global-calculation analysis in

which fine resolution near the fire can be obtained economically.

Using that approach, the components of the flow field are analyzed

separately, and then combined by means of appropriate matching condi-

tions. The special features of each component are thus considered in

greater detail, and resolution is enhanced.

The key element in the component analysis is the description of

the environment in and around the fire, since the entire flow is

driven by the hydrothermodynamic interactions in that region. The

turning-region model developed in Part I provides the key description.

That model decouples from those for the other flow components, and

thus can be used independently to make detailed predictions of the

near-fire environment. Such a capability extends our understanding

of fire dynamics and is the basis for the present analysis.

We use the turning-region model to generate the large urban fire

predictions. In that model, a volume heat source represents the net

effect of the combustion process, and the induced flow is taken to be

axisymmetric and quasi-steady. The flow is also assumed compressible,

to permit arbitrary changes in temperature and density. A one-

parameter eddy-viscosity model is used to describe the turbulent

transfer of heat and momentum, and a graybody approximation to model

hot gas and smoke radiation. Finally, jump conditions are derived

to account for the rapid changes in physical quantities at the fire

periphery. They effect model problem closure, and decouple the turning-

region analysis from that of other component flows. An iterative

Liid A. . .t -4g
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finite-difference scheme, documented in the Appendix, is employed to

solve the resultant boundary value problem.

We study the large urban fire environment in two ways--by varying

parameters and by simulating three model cities. In the parametric

analysis, excursions are made about a baseline in which the fire radius

is taken to be 10 km and the characteristic heat release rate is con-

sistent with that of the 1943 Hamburg firestorm [DCPA, 1973]. Predic-

tions of hurricane-force winds are typical in the parameter excursions

as well as the model city simulations, which consider fires of radius

12 km with spatially varying heating rates on the order of those in the

parametric analysis. That is believed to be about the size of the fire

that would result from a near-surface nuclear burst of about 1 Mt

[Johnson and Larson, 1982].

Section II presents the results of the parametric analysis. As

expected, temperatures and fire-wind velocities increase with an in-

crease in either fire size or burning rate, though the fire-wind

variations are not as rapid as the linear scaling law of Part I sug-

gests. Also as expected, temperatures and winds increase with a

decrease in radiation intensity; winds also increase with a decrease

in the magnitude of the eddy coefficient for turbulent momentum trans-

fer. The temperature field is relatively insensitive to changes in

that coefficient, however, and both winds and temperature are rela-

tively insensitive to changes in the corresponding coefficient for

turbulent heat transfer.

The basic flow pattern also seems to be relatively insensitive

to variations in the specific dependence of the heat release rate on

spatial position, though such variations modify velocities slightly

and may significantly change the temperature field. That behavior

is found when model predictions for a uniformly heated, circular fire

are compared with those for an annular fire. The comparison indi-

cates how partial blast extinguishment would modify the hydrothermo-

dynamic environment generated by a nuclear-weapon-ignited fire. It

also provides a first look at the catastrophic effect of multiple

weapon bursts.

-- m - __ 9, -. .... .i.,Iu.m - - m - .. .. : "
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Section III describes the model city simulations. Three model

cities are defined: one that is lightly built-up, intended to repre-

sent new, sprawling cities; one that is heavily built-up, intended to

represent old, congested cities; and one of intermediate building

density. For each city, spatially dependent fuel loadings and peak-

period burning rates for a baseline fire are estimated, and the result-

ing temperatures, pressures, and fire winds predicted. Those calcu-

lations are repeated for a scenario in which the fire is ignited by a

nuclear burst and the city partially destroyed by the attendant blast.

Somewhat surprisingly, despite a significant difference in model-

city temperature predictions for the "blast" and "no blast" simula-

tions, the corresponding difference in induced fire winds is fairly

small. Such behavior suggests that the winds and wind damage result-

ing from nuclear-weapon-ignited fires may be relatively independent

of the degree of blast extinguishment--unless, of ourse, extinguish-

ment is nearly complete.

As expected, however, temperatures and fire-wind velocities all

increase with building density. For a given fire size, the large-fire

threat facing civil defense workers will thus be more severe in the

tall, heavily loaded cities than in the short, lightly loaded cities.

In general, however, the shorter cities sprawl out over greater land

areas than do taller ones of comparable population, and are thus capable

of supporting larger fires. The large-fire threat for any given popu-

lation size may thus be greatest in some of the shorter cities, espe-

cially if the fires result from multiple nuclear bursts. Comparisons

between specific cities must be made individually.

Finally, Sec. IV presents a sample application of the quasi-steady

model of Part I to obtain time-dependent predictions. The sample case

considers multiple-fuel-bed Flambeau fires, the largest area fires for

which a reasonable body of technical data exists [Countryman, 1969;

Palmer, 19811.

, . .
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II. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF LARGE-FIRE ENVIRONMENT

Using the turning-region model of Part I, this section explores

the dependence of the large-fire environment on fire size (height and

radius), burning rate (spatial average and form), degree of turbulent

mixing, and degree of hot-gas radiation.

Briefly, with r, y, u, v, P, T, and P denoting dimensionless

radial and vertical position, radial and vertical velocity, density,

temperature, and perturbation pressure, respectively, the turning-

region equations are as follows:

(rpu) + -I- (rov) = 0, (la)

2u + v 2y = -- + M 1 - r 2 - r), (lb)

P ar ay 3arr9r 3

3y + Ap = 0, (1c)

-+ v o - q(r y) - 4(T -1) + ) (id)

pT 1, (le)

where the dimensionless parameters are

A YH
U2'

U

cy 0T4 /kH (2
a = QT 2
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and

Mm 1 a
1 UR

K 1 CpPa
1 UR (3)

Here, R and H denote fire radius and maximum flame height; Q the

scale and q(r, y) the spatial distribution for the rate of volumetric

heat addition; and Pa, Pa' and Ta ground-level atmospheric pressure,

density, and temperature in the far field, respectively. Further,

o is Stefan's constant, k is the reciprocal of the graybody radiation

mean free path (assumed constant), and Zl and k are dimensional eddy
1

coefficients for turbulent momentum and heat transfer.t

We consider the dependence of model predictions on the size param-

eters R and H, the burning rate parameters QH and q(r, y), the radia-

tion mean free path k*- I , and the dimensionless eddy coefficients M I

and K 1 The terms Z 1/Pa and k1 /Cpp a remain constant, except when

variations with M and K are specifically studied.

BASELINE ANALYSIS

As a baseline case, we consider an axisymmetric fire with the

following parameters:

R -i0 km, (4a)

H - 100 m, (4b)

QH = 5.7 x 104 cal/m2 -sec , (4c)

As in Part I, g is the acceleration due to gravity, y the spe-
cific heat ratio, and U the radial velocity scale. The vertical
velocity is scaled with (H/R)U, temperature and density with Ta and
P , and perturbation pressure with 6Pat where 6 - U2/(Pa /Pa).Oaaa

t'QH is used as a parameter instead of Q because areal heat re-
lease rates are encountered much more frequently than volumetric rates
in the large-fire literature.
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1.6 for 0 :C y :9 0. 25

q(r y) ( Y) for 0.25 e y . 1.0 , (4d)

for y Z 1.0

M 1 = K1 = 0.2 ,(4e)

k = 20 m. (4f)

The heat release rate in this case is the same as that in our simula-

tion in Part I of the 1943 Hamburg firestorm, and is characteristic

of the rates estimated in Sec. III for a variety of U.S. cities. The

parameter QH is the nominal specific scale rate suggested by DCPA [1973].

The form of q(r, y) represents maximum heating in and around the fuel

zone and a decrease in heating with increased altitude. All other

parameter choices used in Eqs. (4) are of the same order as those used

in the model city analysis.

From Eqs. (2) and (4), the radial velocity scale for the baseline

case is

U = 67.2 m/sec , (5)

and

A = 0.217

= 0.110 . (6)

The temperatures, pressures, and velocities predicted for this case

are summarized in the vector, contour, and profile plots of Figs. 1

through 5. The flow field is illustrated in Fig. 1. Temperature and

pressure contours are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The

temperature attains a maximum in the fire center at the top of the

maximum heating zone (y - 0.25). It then decreases rapidly with

increased altitude, the flow becoming weakly buoyant above three

L I

t I'
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Fig. 1--Velocity field for baseline fire
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flame heights. As expected, the pressure drop is maximum at ground

level. Profiles of the horizontal inflow induced by the pressure drop

are presented in Fig. 4, and those of the resulting upflow in Fig. 5.

The maximum inflow occurs on the ground at the fire periphery. The

upflow profiles are nearly "top-hat."

In most parameter excursions, the hydrothermodynamic predictions

are qualitatively the same as those for the baseline case. The re-

sults are summarized below.

DEPENDENCE ON FIRE SIZE AND BURNING RATE SCALE

We consider first the dependence of the large-fire environment

on R, H, and QH--the parameters that collectively describe the fire.

For nuclear-weapon-ignited fires, the effective value of R will depend

on the number and yields of bursts, ambient atmospheric conditions,

various characteristics of the preblast urban area (e.g., flammability

of exposed combustibles, susceptibility of structures to secondary

fires), and a variety of lesser factors [Johnson and Larson, 1982]).

Parameters QH and H will depend on the type and distribution of com-

bustibles in the postblast environment, as detailed in Sec. III.

Tables 1 through 3 summarize the variations that we consider in

fire size and burning rate, and the corresponding changes in model

parameters that follow from Eqs. (2) and (3). In most excursions,

the variations are of the type in Table 2, where the parameter under

study is simply doubled or halved. The additional variations in

Tables 1 and 3 are considered in order to refine the excursions that

we believe to be of greatest intrinsic interest--i.e., those defining

the dependence of fire winds and temperatures on fire radius (weapun

coverage) and intensity (concentration of combustibles).

Figures 6 through 11 summarize the results of the fire size and

burning rate excursions. The dependence of fire winds and tempera-

tures on fire size and intensity is plotted in Figs. 6 tirough 8. As

expected, the maximum induced velocity u and the maximum temper-

ature T both increase with either radius or intensity. The in-
max

creases are nearly linear for relatively small radii and heating rates,
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Table I

PARAMETER DEPENDENCE ON FIRE RADIUS

R (kn) U (m/sec) A 1' K1

2.5 16.8 3.4720 0.110 3.200
5.0 33.6 0.8680 0.110 0.800
10.0 67.2 0.2170 0.110 0.200
15.0 100.8 0.0964 0.110 0.089
20.0 134.4 0.0534 0.110 0.050

Table 2

PARAMETER DEPENDENCE ON FIRE HEIGHT

H (m) U (m/sec) A a M1, K1

50 134.4 0.0272 0.055 0.4
100 67.2 0.2170 0.110 0.2
200 33.6 1.7360 0.220 0.1

Table 3

PARAMETER DEPENDENCE ON BURNING RATE SCALE

QH
(kcal/m 2-sec) U (m/sec) A a 1

14.35 16.8 3.4720 0.4400 0.80
28.70 33.6 0.8680 0.2200 0.40
57.40 67.2 0.2170 0.1100 0.20
86.10 100.8 0.0964 0.0825 0.15
114.80 134.4 0.0534 0.0550 0.10

-, I.e..
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Fig. 6--Dependence of maximum radial velocity and temperature
on fire radius
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Fig. 7--Dependence of maximum radial velocity and temperature
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Fig. 8--Dependence of maximum radial velocity and temperature
on fire height

but tail off markedly for fires of much greater size and intensity.

In fact, u and T appear to asymptote toward finite values asmax max

R or QH - . Surprisingly, the apparent asymptotic values of u

as either R or QH - - are almost identical. T m however, exhibitsmaX'

a stronger dependence on QH than on R.

Figure 8 describes the variation of u and T with fire height.
max

As H increases, u increases but T decreases. Such behavior ismax max

presumably explained as follows. With QH fixed, Q decreases when H

increases. Temperature decreases correspondingly, because of the

shorter characteristic residence times of fluid particles in the heat-

ing zone. Lower temperatures might be expected to decrease velocities

as well. However, a smaller fraction of the constant total heat re-

lease QH is radiated away at lower temperatures, so higher kinetic

energies can be supported.

The results in Fig. 8 must be interpreted with some care. When-

ever H is varied, QH may be varied as well. For example, when build-

ings have the same construction and contents, both H and QH should

. -T . _ ... .
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Fig. 10--Dependence of maximum perturbation pressure and vertical
velocity on burning rate scale
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Fig. li--Dependence of maximum perturbation pressure and vertical
velocity on fire height

increase with the number of stories. In such cases, the results in

Fig. 7 may be more applicable.

Figures 9 through 11 plot the dependence of maximum pressure

drop P and vertical velocity v on R, QH, and H. As expected,max max

vertical velocities generally increase with radial velocities.

Greater pressure gradients foster greater radial velocities, and are

less strongly correlated with temperature variations than Eq. (1c)

suggests.

DEPENDENCE ON BURNING RATE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

We now briefly explore the effects of different spatial depen-

dences of the heat release rate q(r, y). We consider several sinu-

soidal and annular variations in radial dependence, but just one in

vertical dependence. Further variations are considered in the model

city analysis in Sec. III.

Table 4 summarizes the variations in q(r, y) and the resulting

hydrothermodynamic changes. As expected, a relatively high-frequency

L I.
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Table 4

VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE, AND PERTURBATION PRESSURE MAXIMA

FOR VARIOUS BURNING RATES

(r, y) Umax max max max

Type of Fire y)}baseline (m/sec) (OK) (psi) (m/sec)

Baseline 1.0 37.2 570 0.156 3.26

Sinusoidal
Low-frequency 1.0 - cos 4Trr 38.1 588 0.160 3.50
High-frequency 1.0 - cos 201Tr 37.2 573 0.157 3.28

Annular 0.0 for !:r 0 5 33.9 515 0.119 2.46
Anl.0 for 0.5 : r 0. 24

radial variation on the baseline heat-release distribution has little

effect. Surprisingly, however, a fairly low-frequency radial varia-

tion also produces trivial changes in velocity, temperature, and per-

turbation pressure. Those results suggest that the large-fire

environment may be more sensitive to the basic scale for heat release

than to the specific spatial distribution of the heat release :ate

(see Fig. 7).

That conclusion is further supported by a comparison of the re-

sults in Table 4 for the annular fire with those for the circular

baseline fire. The ground area covered by the annular fire--and hence

its total heat release--is 25 percent less than that of the baseline

fire. The corresponding drop in maximum temperature difference from

ambient (i.e., in T - T ) is just slightly less--20 percent. Themax a

drop in u is significantly less--only 9 percent. Such behavior
max

suggests that the maximum winds and temperatures generated by nuclear-

weapon-ignited urban fires may be relatively insensitive to changes

in the geometry and loading of the blast-damaged region, provided of

course that the blast does not nearly extinguish the fire.

Figures 12 and 13 compare the temperature and flow fields of the

baseline and annular fires. Since the fire is located only in the

annulus, the highest temperatures occur near the inner edge of the fire

annulus (r 0.5), rather than on the symmetry axis. The resulting

. . .. ,
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temperature field is thus qualitatively different from that of the

baseline fire. Further, as Fig. 13 shows, winds in the annular fire

do not blow toward the fire from both edges of the annulus. Rather,

they blow inward (toward the symmetry axis) and upward at all points,

as do those in the baseline fire. By means of heat convection and

branding, annular fires might therefore be expected to spread inward.

Similarly, a cluster of separated large fires, such as could

result from multiple nuclear bursts over a large city, might coalesce

and engulf much of the intervening region. The patterns of airflow

and fire spread envisioned for such situations are sketched in Figs.

14 and 15. The cluster of fires represented in Fig. 14 nearly forms

an annulus, as indicated by the dashed circles. The fire-wind flow

Fig. 14--Radial airflow and fire spread patterns suggested
for annular cluster of large area fires

.I - A
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qqr'

Fig. 15--Radial airflow and fire spread patterns suggested for
cluster of three large area fires

should thus be nearly axisymmetric and of the type illustrated in
Fig. 13. Correspondingly, the fire should spread inward, and may

ultimately cover much of the area inside the inner dashed curve. As
shown in Fig. 15, the flow and spread patterns for asymmetric clusters

should be less axisymmetric, but still basically inward. Such hy-

potheses could presumably be verified by extensive, three-dimensional

numerical computations.

S I".



We now consider a variation of heat release rate with altitude.

Specifically, we compare the results for the baseline [q(r, y) defined

by Eq. (4)] with those for the more uniform case where q is independent

of y--and hence constant. That comparison, summarized in Table 5, re-

flects the results illustrated in Figs. 8 and 11. For less concen-

trated heat releases, temperatures are lower, but pressure drops and

velocities are greater.

Table 5

VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE, AND PERTURBATION PRESSURE MAXIMA
FOR BASELINE AND UNIFORM FIRES

Type of Umax Tmax Pmax vmax
Fire q(r, y) (m/sec) (*K) (psi) (m/sec)

! 1.6 for 0 : y : 0 "25)

Baseline 1. 0(3 (1 - Y)) for 0.25 -_ y i5 37.2 570 0.156 3.26

0O for y ! 1

Uniform 1.0 50.9 497 0.231 7.19

DEPENDENCE ON TURBULENCE AND RADIATION

Finally, we consider the variation of the large-fire environment

with the eddy coefficients Mi, KI and the graybody radiation param-

eter k . The results are summarized in Figs. 16 through 23.

The dependence of fire winds and temperatures on eddy coefficients

is demonstrated by Figs. 16, 17, and 18. As expected, the maximum

radial velocity decreases with an increase in the eddy coefficient for

momentum transfer (Fig. 16). Correspondingly, the maximum temperature

increases. An increase in the eddy coefficient for heat transfer might

also decrease temperatures, and hence increase velocities. In Fig. 17,

such variations are shown to occur, but so weakly that both T and
max

umax must be considered almost independent of K1 . When M1 and K are

varied together, as in Fig. 18, the results are thus similar to those

with only M1 varied (cf. Fig. 16).

V A. - - - - - - *
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Fig. 16--Dependence of maximum radial velocity and temperature
on eddy coefficient for momentum transfer
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Fig. 18--Dependence of maximum radial velocity and temperature
on eddy coefficients
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Figure 19 indicates the dependence of fire winds and temperatures

on the radiation parameter k . Both winds and temperatures increase

with k*- --as expected, since the effective scale for radiative energy

loss a is proportional to k [see Eqs. (1) and (2)].

The dependence of pressure drops and vertical velocities on Mi.

K., and k is shown by Figs. 20 through 23. As in previous comparisons

(Figs. 6 through i1 and 16 through 19), variations in those parameters

are strongly correlated with variations in radial velocity.

I
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III. MODEL CITY ANALYSIS

Using the turning-region analysis of Part I, we obtain predic-

tions of the large-fire environment for three model U.S. cities.

City W is lightly built-up, and intended to represent new, sprawling

cities. City E is heavily built-up, and intended to represent old,

congested cities. City M is of intermediate building density. For

each city, two cases are considered: a baseline fire and one modi-

fied by blast. In all cases, however, the fire radius is taken to

be 12 km--believed to be about the size of the fire that would result

from a 1 Mt near-surface nuclear burst [Johnson and Larson, 1982].

DEFINITION

Few metropolitan areas are axisymmetric. Nevertheless, most

cities have a main business district with high-rise office and apart-

ment buildings, surrounded by lower density tracts. Our model cities

reflect that situation. Each has three regions: a tall central city;

a residential/industrial belt of intermediate height around the cen-

tral city; and a low, primarily residential outer belt. We refer to

those regions as the central city, inner belt, and outer belt,

respectively.

Table 6 summarizes the geometry of the model cities, including

both the horizontal extent of each city region, the corresponding

vertical extent N (average number of stories), and the building
s

density fBu" We assume that the top and bottom stories are each 4 m
high and all other stories are 3 m high. The values for building

density fBu in each model city region are comparable to those in the

DCPA manual, and thus considered representative of U.S. cities [DCPA,

1973]. The values are all less than 0.45, which approximates the

densely packed Hamburg districts devastated in the firestorm of 1943

(see Part I).

tThe average heights of the outer-belt buildings in cities W
and E are taken to be 6 and 10 m, respectively.
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Table 6

SIZE AND DENSITY OF MODEL CITY REGIONS

City

Region W M E

Radial Dimension (km)

Central city 0-1 0-1 0-2
Inner belt 1-3 1-4 2-6
Outer belta 3-12 4-12 6-12

Average Number of Stories, N.

Central city 8 12 16
Inner belt 3 4 6
Outer belt 1.5 2 2.5

Building Density, fBub

Central city 0.30 0.35 0.40
Inner belt 0.25 0.30 0.35
Outer belt 0.15 0.20 0.25

aRadius of outer belt may extend

beyond 12 km, but the fire does not.

bCalculated as the ratio of land

area covered by buildings to total

land area.

The corresponding geometry of the baseline model-city fire simu-

lations is summarized in Figs. 24 through 26. In each figure, the

shaded area represents :he fuel zone (defined by Table 6) and the

hatched area represents the remainder of the combustion zone. The

total height of the combustion zone in the outer belt is assumed to

be five times the fuel zone height. Since turbulence will break the

flame envelope and tend to keep flame heights uniform [Thomas, 1963],

the ratio of combustion zone height to fuel zone height in the central

city is taken as only half as much; the combustion zone height in the

inner belt is assumed to be the average of the other two.

'As noted in Part I, a combustion-zone-height to fuel-zone-height

ratio of about five was observed for the largest Flambeau fires and

the 1943 Hamburg firestorm.

_ . - .- . II l m i i . - - _ - ll
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The baseline areal heating rates (see Figs. 24 through 26) for

the central city, inner belt, and outer belt are estimated as follows.

The average fuel loading per story Ls in each city region is defined

in Table 7. The corresponding average total areal fuel loading L isT

then computed from

LT L x N x f (7)
T s s Bu

with values for N and f taken from Table 6. The resulting total-
s Bu

loading estimates are also listed in Table 7. The central cities and

outer belts are somewhat taller and shorter, respectively, than were

those in the devastated Hamburg districts, and have higher and lower

total loadings. The inner belts are defined to be on the order of the

Table 7

FUEL LOADING IN MODEL CITY REGIONS

City

Region W M E

Average Fuel Loading ver Jtory, Lsa
(Zlftg-stor )

Central city 20 20 20

Inner belt 18 18 18
Outer belt 16 16 16

Total Areal Fuel Loading, LT
(lb/ft2 )

Central city 48.0 84.0 128.0
Inner belt 13.5 21.6 37.8
Outer belt 3.6 6.4 10.0

aBased on DCPA [1973] estimates,
which take into account both the
structures and their contents.

'77 -777
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Hamburg districts, but less built-up. Similarly, the inner-belt load-

ings tend to be somewhat less than the 32 lb/ft 2 estimated for Hamburg

[DCPA, 1973].

Finally, in each model city region, the fire is assumed to con-

sume 90 percent of the available fuel in 3 hr. The areal heating

rate QA is thus computed from

Q = LT x (9*/0 E (8)
A T \3 hr/ B'

with LT taken from Table 7 and EB9 the average heat released per unit

weight of combustibles, taken as [DCPA, 1973]

EB a 8000 Btu/ib . (9)

For the blast-modified fire simulations represented in Figs. 24

through 26, the weapon burst is assumed to occur over the city center,

leveling many buildings in the central city and inner belt. A cen-

tered, low-level burst of a 1 Mt weapon ould produce such an effect,

with blast damage extending out to radii on the order of 6 km (and

fire to around 12 km) [Johnson and Larson, 1982]. The height of the

fuel zone is thus simply assumed constant and equal to its outer-belt

value in the baseline case. The total height of the combustion zone

is chosen similarly.

The blast-modified areal heating rates are not considered inde-

pendent of radius, however. In each case, the combustibles of the

central city and inner belt would be spread radially to some degree

by the blast, and piled up in a debris field. Since some combustibles

in that zone may be buried under layers of nonflammable materials

(e.g., concrete, brick, metal), the areal heating rate is not expected

to be correspondingly higher, and may in fact be relatively small.

We consider such a situation in each simulation. It is assumed that

the areal heating rate is zero at the fire center, increases linearly

with radius over the debris zone, and equals its baseline outer-belt

value for radii greater than 6 km.

_. J,
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In each model city simulation, the required data set consists of

the geometric parameters R and H, the heating rate parameters QH and

q(r, y), the radiation coefficient a, and the turbulence coefficients

M and K . Once R, H, and QH are chosen, the parameter A in Eqs. (1)

is determined along with the radial velocity scale U from Eqs. (2).

In all cases, the fire radius R is taken to be 12 km. However,

since the combustion zone height is not constant in the baseline cases,

there are no natural choices for H. The values for H listed in Table 8

Table 8

PARAMETERS IN MODEL CITY SIMULATIONS

City

Parameter W M E

Fundnental Parameters

R (km) 12 12 12
H (m) 40 60 100
QH (kcal/m--sec) 9.50 14.25 23.75

Auxiliary Parneters

U (m/sec) 33.6 33.6 33.6
A 0.347 0.521 0.868
a 0.264 0.264 0.264
M 1 9 K1  0.125 0.125 0.125

are arbitrarily selected as characteristic of the baseline geometry

in Figs. 24 through 26. The values of the heating rate scale QH in

Table 8 are chosen likewise.

Table 8 also lists the corresponding values of U and A, calcu-
lated using Eqs. (2). t From Eqs. (2) and (3) a depends on H, QH,

and the radiation mean free path k-; and MI depends on R, U, and

the dimensional eddy viscosity i/Pa As in our earlier simulation

IThe value of the dimensionless perturbation pressure scale 6
is 1.44 x 10-2 for all cases.

." | ,, .. r
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(Part I), we take k*-  20 m, I/a = 5.04 x 104 m2/sec, and M 1  KI.

The values we use for a, Mi. and K [from Eqs. (2) and (3)] are also

listed in Table 8.

Finally, we use the heating rate distributions q(r, y) defined

in Figs. 27 through 29. The heating rate is taken to be constant in

the fuel zone of each baseline city region, and to decrease linearly

with altitude over the remainder of the combustion zone, approaching

zero at the top of that zone. Subject to the choices of QH in Table 8,

the fuel zone values of q(r, y) are selected so that the resulting

areal heating rates

f QH q(r, y) dy

are equivalent to those in Figs. 24 through 26. The blast-modified

forms of q(r, y) are developed likewise.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the model city simulations are summarized by

Table 9, which compares predicted baseline and blast-modified velocity,

temperature, and pressure maxima. As expected, the predictions for

the baseline simulations are all larger than those for the blast-

modified simulations. The differences are great for the temperature,

pressure, and vertical velocity maxima, but small for the radial

velocity maxima (10 percent or less). Therefore, the winds and wind

damage resulting from nuclear-weapon-ignited fires may be relatively

insensitive to the degree of blast disruption of the fuel bed.

In any case, the predictions in Table 9 indicate that the winds

generated by a large urban fire will in themselves constitute a major

threat. Although most of the velocities in the table are less than

hurricane force (more than 30 m/sec), it should be noted that those

values represent eans. Near street level, where fire winds will be

channeled between buildings, wind speeds of hurricane force should

12--
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Table 9

VELOCITY, TEMPERAfURE, AND PERTURBATION PRESSURE

MAXIMA IN MODEL CITY SIMULATIONS

City

Simulation W M E

Maximum Radial Velocity, ueax (m/sec)

Baseline 20.2 26.3 39.0

Blast-Modified 17.9 23.9 28.5

Maximum Temperature, Tmax (°K)

Baseline 577 619 704
Blast-Modified 455 485 510

Maximum Perturbation Pressure, Pma, (psi)

Baseline 0.056 0.113 0.271
Blast-Modified 0.011 0.044 0.076

Maximum Vertical Velocity, Vmax (msec)

Baseline 0.89 3.12 12.48
Blast-Modified 0.37 1.56 4.32

be considered typical. The winds may be even greater than those

encountered in the Hamburg firestorm of 1943 (see Part I).

Also as expected, the velocity, temperature, and pressure pre-

dictions in Table 9 are all greatest for city E (the tallest and

densest) and least for city W (the shortest and sparsest). For a

given fire, therefore, the threat will be most severe for the most

congested cities. In general, however, the shorter cities sprawl

out over greater areas than do taller ones of comparable population,

and are thus capable of supporting more widespread fires. Multiple

weapon bursts can greatly increase the fire severity in such cities.

In the remainder of this subsection, we describe the results

of the model city simulations in more detail. The vector plot

_L A 2
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in Fig. 30 is representative of the flow fields obtained in the sim-

ulations. The flow in each case is everywhere inward (toward the

symmetry axis) and upward, with the horizontal velocity typically

maximum on the symmetry axis in the upper portion of the turning

region. Figures 31 through 34 present, respectively, the temperature

and pressure contours and radial and vertical velocity profiles for

baseline and blast-modified simulations for city W. Similar sets of

plots for cities M and E are presented in Figs. 35 through 38, and

39 through 42, respectively.

As expected (cf. Fig. 12), the baseline and blast-modified tem-

perature contours in Fig. 31 are quite different. In the baseline

case, the heat release is greatest at the center of the fire (see

Fig. 27) and the temperature is maximum on the symmetry axis. At

any fixed altitude, the variation of temperature with radius is

roughly Gaussian. However, in the blast-modified case, the tempera-

ture maximum does not occur on the symmetry axis. Rather, since the

heat release is greatly diminished and actually least in the fire

center (Fig. 27), the temperature is maximum about halfway between

the center and the periphery. Additionally, the temperature is uni-

formly reduced in the blast-modified case.

Figures 32 through 34 show little qualitative difference between

the baseline and blast-modified pressures and velocities. The con-

tour plots in Fig. 32 exhibit the same behavior, the pressure drop

decreasing with an increase in either radius or altitude. Likewise,

the profile plots in both Figs. 33 and 34 are qualitatively the same.

The radial velocity is maximum at ground level on the periphery and

the vertical velocity is maximum on the symmetry axis in the upper

part of the turning region. At any specified altitude, the variation

of vertical velocity with radius is again roughly Gaussian. Of course,

as expected, certain quantitative differences are evident: pressure

drops and velocities are all less in the blast-modified case than in

the baseline case. However, the radial velocity differences are rela-

tively small.

The comparisons in both Figs. 35 through 38 and Figs. 39 through

42 are similar to those in Figs. 31 through 34. The primary difference

A~1 J0 AIC.
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in the results presented in the corresponding plots is that temper-

atures, pressure drops, and velocities all increase with total load-
ing, and are least for city W and greatest for city E. Further, as

shown in Fig. 41, the baseline radial velocity for city E is not

maximum at the fire periphery, as in the other cases (cf. Figs. 33

and 37), but rather about halfway between the periphery and the center.

That difference presumably reflects the greater radial extent of the

taller central-city and inner-belt regions in this case than in the

others (cf. Figs. 27 through 29).
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IV. SAMPLE TINE-DEPENDENT SIMULATION

This section extends the quasi-steady turning-region analysis

of Part I to obtain time-dependent predictions. The multiple-fuel-

bed Flambeau fire [Countryman, 1969; Palmer, 19811 treated in Part I

is used as a sample case.

Figure 43 presents a typical time-history of the areal heat re-

lease in the largest Flambeau fires. During the period encompassing

most of the burning (5 to 55 min after the fire starts), variations

in the mean heat release rate occur on a time scale of many minutes.

At any given point during that period, a steady-state analysis like

that in Part I (Sec. IV) is justified as long as dynamic transients

occur on a much shorter time scale of, say, a minute or less. As

we now show, that criterion is satisfied at all times between 5 and

45 min. A time-dependent simulation is constructed by performing

steady-state calculations at several points in that interval.

1000

500

-- 57 kcal/m 2 sec
(heating rate used

10in Part I)

. 50

0

lot- 2

0 5 15 25 35 45 55

Time (min after fire starts)

Soure: Adopted from Fil. 3 of Pmgw (1911. Reprinted with pwmbsion from Armospheric
EnvimrnmetM Vol. 15. Thome Y. Palomr, "Laigs Fire Winds. Gam and Smoke." 191. Pe9amon

Prom Ltd.

Fig. 43--Areal heat release time-history for Flambeau fire 760-12
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In the steady-state Flambeau simulation, we used R - 250 m,

H = 20 m, QH - 50 kcal/m -sec, and hence had U - 8 m/sec [see Eqs.

(2)]. For that case, the time scale R/U on which dynamic transients

occurred was approximately 30 sec, satisfying the criterion for the

flow to be quasi-steady. In the new, time-dependent analysis, we

similarly use

R = 250 m,

H = 20 m, (10)

but vary QH with time as shown in Fig. 43. At any given time, the

criterion for the flow to be quasi-steady is that QH 25 kcal/m--sec.

From Fig. 43, it is certainly satisfied for periods between 5 and

45 min, and possibly up to 55 min as well.

In the following simulation, we calculate quasi-steady flows at

points 5 min apart. The specific values of QH used at those points

are summarized in Table 10. As in the steady-state simulation of

Part I, we also use

S1.6 for 0 :9y :0. 25

q(r, y) = 1.6 (1 - y) for 0.25 : y : 1.0

10 for y i 1.0

k = 20 m,

k
1 2.k

- = 8410 m/sec (11)
Pa Cpa

at each point. Thus, from Eqs. (2) and (3),

I 1
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U = 8.41 x F m/sec

A 2.77
F

2

0.022
F

4.0
14 FMI  1 FI = (12)

where

F QH (13)
57 kcal/m -sec

and, from p. 6, 6 - 9.04 x 10 x F2 .

Figures 44 through 47 summarize the results of the time-dependent

Flambeau simulation. The predicted variations with time of the tem-

perature, pressure, and velocity fields are shown for the heat release

described in Fig. 43. The solid curves represent the results of the

quasi-steady analysis, which is considered appropriate for the period

approximately 5 to 55 min after the fire starts.

Table 10

HEAT RELEASE SCALES USED IN TIME-
DEPENDENT FLAMBEAU SIMULATION

Time (min) QH (kcal/m -sec)

5 134
10 84
15 53
20 38
25 31
30 24
35 20
40 18
45 18
50 14
55 10
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During the first 5 min of burning, when the individual fires

are coalescing to form a large-fire system, the heat release rate

(Fig. 43) is changing on a time scale that is fairly fast compared

with that for convection. The same is also true during the final

phase of fire activity, i.e., the period later than 1 hr or so when

the large fire begins to disintegrate and burn out. For those two

periods, the quasi-steady analysis is thus inappropriate, and the

dashed curves in Figs. 44 through 47 illustrate the expected results

of a more rigorous analysis.

Figure 44 describes the predicted variation of the temperature

field with time in the burning zone. The contours shown in Fig. 48

are representative of the temperature field at any given time. Maximum

temperatures occur in the center of the fire just above the top of

the fuel zone (height s 4 m). Minimum temperatures occur on the per-

iphery at the top of the burning region. As expected, the time-

histories of those temperatures resemble the heat release time-history

shown in Fig. 43. Temperatures are everywhere greatest about 5 min

after the fire starts, when the heat release is greatest, and then

decrease with time.

The corresponding pressure and velocity time-histories shown in

Figs. 45 through 47 follow the same pattern. As illustrated in Figs.

49 and 50, pressure gradients and radial velocities at any given time

are maximum at the fire periphery. At all times, they are greatest

at ground level and decrease with altitude. Finally, Fig. 47 char-

acterizes the variation with time of the vertical velocity emerging

at the top of the computational region (10 flame heights, 200 m). As

illustrated in Fig. 51, velocity profiles at that height are almost

top-hat at all times. Maximum and minimum velocities, which occur

above the fire center and on the periphery, respectively, are thus

always quite similar.I

V dJ- I,1_0
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V. DISCUSSION

In presenting calculations of the urban fire environment that

may result from a nuclear weapon burst, our aim has been to describe

the macroscopic features of a large area fire through analysis of the

interactions that produce high temperatures and fire winds. Our

approach has been to develop a model based on first principles. In

contrast to asymptotic theories that extrapolate the properties of

a free-convection plume, we consider the fire region directly. De-

spite our use of several simplifications and empiricisms, we expect

that the theory yields a fine resolution of the hydrothermodynamics

of a large area fire.

The analysis considers a quasi-steady axisymmetric fire in an

urban area. A spatially dependent volume-heat-release function is

used to describe the energy input from fires in a blast-disturbed

urban fuel bed. Though the function can be defined to reflect vary-

ing fuel loads and distributions of burning, the results presented

are based on sectionally uniform heating rates.

The formulation of the boundary value problem is unique in that

analytic jump conditions are derived for the fire-column boundary.

Such a formulation obviates the need for extensive far-field calcula-

tions and allows demonstration of the dependence of induced fire winds

on the fire area and heat release rate. Improvements to the model

could include the use of multiparameter models to describe the struc-

ture of local turbulence and hot-gas/smoke radiation (in place of the

simple one-parameter formulations used here) as well as a heat re-

lease function dependent on the local thermodynamic and flow conditions.

The effects of the model parameters were explored in a sensitivity

study. Varying fire areas, heat distributions and release rates, mix-

ing coefficients, and radiation lengths were investigated. Qualita-

tively similar flows were observed for all parameter ranges, despite

significant quantitative differences. The fire-induced velocities

increased with both heat release and fire area. For small values, the

I: i ', : , ,. . . .- ' ;'' ' : 
' ' - ''i i . . ,i . ... . ....
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velocity increased almost linearly. For larger values of either fire

area or heat release rate, the induced velocities increased more

slowly. Presumably, the magnitudes are limited by compressibility

effects through a slowing production of buoyancy.

Variations in the degree of turbulent mixing produced substan-

tial changes in the velocity fields. As expected, large mixing coef-

ficients tend to reduce the velocities at the fire periphery; smaller

values produce higher velocities. In general, the mixing coefficients

should reflect both the apparent surface roughness (urban structure)

and the fire-generated turbulence. The present analysis used constant

eddy diffusivities.

Fuel distributions and heat release rates were developed to ex-

plore the effects of varying city constructions and fuel densities on

the fire environment in three model urban areas. Though the models

provide only a simple representation of a city cross section, the

results indicate the importance of modeling a particular fuel bed.

More refined distributions based on city surveys could be used.

A fire radius of 12 km is assumed for each model urban area,

since megaton-yield explosions would cause area fires of that magni-

tude. Each model area is characterized by a high-density city center,

a lower density annulus representing a mixed residential/industrial

construction, and an outer belt of low-density residential tracts.

The heat release function reflected the sectionally variable fuel

densities and loadings.

Computed result., for each fire illustrate the dependence of the

fire winds and temperature levels on the urban geography. The most

severe fires occur in the higher density cities, though even the lower

density constructions support high temperatures and velocities.

Application of those results to definition of shelter hardness (ther-

mal) would imply different criteria for each city.

An additional set of numerical experiments considered each model

area with a reduced level of burning in the center region. A slow-

burning debris field created by extensive blast damage may foster such

a heat release distribution. In general, peak velocities were only

". , " I . m . . -
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slightly reduced, though temperature changes were substantial. Tem-

perature levels in the central region were markedly reduced from those

in the full-burning outer annulus. It is reasonable to expect that

the fire winds would fan the slow-burning central area, creating a

more severe ei.vironment.

The analysis and results presented here describe the environment

of a large area fire at fixed times. Past experience indicates that

such fires develop, peak, and ebb over a period of several hours.

The methods developed here can be used successively to estimate the

environment at different times in the fire evolution. The high ve-

locities and temperatures predicted would encourage a rapid internal

fire spread, which may considerably hasten burnout of the city. Im-

proved estimates would result from use of a responsive heat release

function that depends on the local gas dynamic state. A time-dependent

calculation that includes the high-resolution analysis presented here

could provide a complete map of the evolution and ebb of urban fires.

Synthesis of the present analysis with a large hydro-code may provide

a numerically efficient model for calculating the mesoscale flow field

of a large area fire.
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Appendix

PREDICTION-ALGORITHM DOCUMENTATION

This appendix documents the computer algorithm used to generate

the predictions and other results presented in Secs. II through IV.

The algorithm yields numerical solutions to the turning-region

boundary value problem derived in Part I.

The turning-region problem is defined by the following balances:

(rpu) + a (rpv) = 0

/ au + 2u\ 2P+M (1 ± r ~~2u -'L
P ur VTy) =- + M 3r r 2

-+ AP = 0ay

P u + v =a-) q(r, y) - a(T - 1) + r

= 1 , (A.1)

subject to

v = 0 on y = 0, (A.2a)

u = 2r 0 on r = 0 , (A.2b)

P + Aymax = 0 on y y max (A.2c)

MI  j (T - 1) + (P + Ay) , K - (T -1)

on r = 1 (A.2d)

4. __ _LI
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The flow chart in Fig. A.1 summarizes the solution algorithm. As

indicated in the figure (and discussed in Part 1, pp. 16-17), the

algorithm uses an iterative "shooting" method [Keller, 1968] to solve

the overall boundary value problem. Each shoot employs a nonlinear

Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme.

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

The following is an ordered list of the FORTRAN inputs required

for automated algorithm usage:

a. System parameters:

A A

SIGMA a

XNUIN M 1

XKIN K1

b. Mesh descriptors:

YMAX Ymax

M Number of finite difference cells in the radial

direction.
t

N Number of finite difference cells in the vertical

direction.

c. Iteration parameters:

ETLINE Maximum absolute error allowed in solving dis-

cretized Crank-Nicolson equations on any line of

constant y.

ETOLP Maximum absolute error allowed in P on y = v
max

MAXITL Maximum number of Newton iterations allowed in

solving discretized equations on any line of con-

stant y.

MAXITP Maximum number of complete-shoot iterations allowed

in solving the complete boundary value problem.

the present coding, cell widths are taken to be uniform, the
common width being denoted by Ar. For 0 : y : 5, cell heights Ay are
also taken to be Ar; for 5 ! y g Ymay ' they are taken to be 2 Ar.

. 1 - . -
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Choetilform of
P~r, 0)

Solve y - 0 verbon of EqL (A.1) and (A.21:

u'u - P + ] '4 (1; r; u

r-~ 3r r Tr )

L'q(r 0) ( 1) + - 'r

ar 0 at r - 0

12-u (t)' (T -1) + P

VT. u
K 2T (T- 1) at r- I

for u(r, 0), T(r, 0), and thus a(r, 0)

Use nonlinear Crank-Nicolson scheme (Isaecson and Keller,
1966 to solve Eqs. (A.i) for 0 v s YmaxI subject to

v - I concditionsjust found and r - i0 and r I I

conditions in Ecls. (A.2)

Is

P(r, Ymv) *Ayma Y" Stop

sufficiently near

Weng relaxation factor

Fig. A.l--Flow Chart of prediction algorithm for turning-region
boundary value problem
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d. Program control parameters:

ALPHA (Qq) max' maximum value of Qq in present coding.

BETA, BLOSS Parameters available for either system descrip-

tion or program control. (These parameters

are currently unused, so they are set equal

to zero.)

IGUESS Parameter that controls the initial choices

of first-shoot values along y = 0.

IGUESS = 1: Discretized versions of P(r, 0),

T(r, 0), and u(r, 0) must be sup-

plied as inputs.

IGUESS = 2: "Standard" initial choices are

made automatically.

IGUESS = 3: Discretized versions of P(r, 0),

T(r, 0), and u(r, 0) from the

last algorithm run are used auto-

matically.

The "standard" initial guesses in the present coding represent the

ground-level pressure, temperature, and radial velocity profiles

predicted in Part I (pp. 13-16) for the case of a weakly heated flow:

P(r, 0)=- (Qq)max( )

T(r, 0)= 1.0 + (Qq) ( )

u(r, 0) =-(Qq)ma (. (A.3)

Finally, the functional form of q(r, y) must be prescribed.

Currently, it is given in the form used in our analysis:

,07.., -, .
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(Qq)max for 0 ! y 0.25

q(r, y)~ ( Qq)a ~ -) for 0.25 :ry :lO 1 .0 (A.4)0
Changes require reprogramming in subroutine BCFUNC. As a user option,

the dissipation coefficients M1 and K may also be made to depend on

r and y through reprogramming, also in BCFUNC. Currently, those co-

efficients are simply taken as constants.

A sample input data stream is

A = 0.217 , SIGMA = 0.110 , XNUIN = XKIN = 0.200

YMAX = 0, M 40, N =300 ;

ETLINE = 0.0003 , ETOLP = 0.001 , MAXITL = 30 , MAXITP - 9

ALPHA 1.6 , BETA = 0.0 , BLOSS = 0.0 , IGUESS = 3. (A.5)

The corresponding output is listed in Table A.l. All output data are

automatically dumped onto a disk file and used in constructing the

vector, contour, and profile plots presented in Secs. II through IV.

PROGRAM ."LOW

Figure A.1 outlines the overall flow of the computer algorithm.

Inputs, outputs, and the basic shooting iteration are controlled by

the main program. Figure A.2 presents a flow chart of that program.

In subroutine BCFUNC, functional forms that may be varied [e.g.,

q(r, y)] are specified; and in subroutine SPRINT, final output data

are printed. Subroutine MSWEEP performs most of the computations--

i.e., those providing a one-shoot finite difference solution to

Eqs. (A.1) for given data along y = 0, r = 0, and r = 1. The flow

of that subroutine is shown in Figs. A.4 and A.5 below (pp. 80-81);

the underlying numerical analysis is detailed in the accompanying

i _, I - ..... . . - . ~ . -

*' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..:' .. . . . ._,,.. . . . ...- - ." :'"- "' '. ".? , "!, .,., i
'

. 1....... .. .
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text. Complete FORTRAN listings of the main program and all sub-

routines are presented at the end of this appendix.

FINITE DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM AND SUBROUTINE MSWEEP

The finite difference scheme underlying the computer algorithm

is based on the rectangular grid and "stencils" in Fig. A.3. The

grid has uniform cell widths (Ar - l/M) and piecewise uniform heights

(Ay = Ar for 0 : y Z 5, y = 2 Ar for y > 5). Mesh points are thus

located at (ri, y.) points with

r. (i - 1) Ar , 1 i ' M + 1,

(Q - 1) Ar ,1 !; j :5 5M + 1

S15 + (j - M- 1)(2 Ar) , 5M + 2 : j : N + i (A.6)

Dependent variables evaluated at those points are given corresponding

(i, j) suffices. For example, rI = 0 (and not Ar), yN+ Ymax

and ulN+ u(O, ya). The accurate approximation of
{u vP , i,j+ constitutes a numerical

solution of the problem posed by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2). The stencils
in Fig. A.3, explained below (pp. 82-83), indicate the types of dif-

ferencing used in the algorithm.

Along the y - 0 line (where j - 1), v - 0. As shown in Fig. A.2,. M + I
a guess at P along that line [actually, the (P 1 values] is also

made before the MSWEEP subroutine is called. As indicated in the

first large block of Fig. A.1, Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) then reduce

along the y - 0 line to the following ordinary-differential-equation

boundary value problem for u and T alone (with p = l/T):

*r - -

.9:
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Y4

Y5N+1~7

Basic Crank-N icolson stencil

Y Q - 1) AY -. E.Crank-N icolson stencilI for
Yj-1 j -) Ayderivative boundary conditions

Ay Ar

Stencil for ordinary differential
equation set along y - 0

Y2 'II =, 41-A

r 1 r12  ri1 i Ar M

(-1) Ar

___________ =(i -2) Ar

Fig. A.3--Finite difference grid and stencils for numerical
solution of turning-region problem
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(u\ +u M_ ( 11L (, aU - _0
Tj 3r 3-+M1 r--Dr 3r / 2jR.T- r 0) - a(T4 -1) + Ki(-1- (r !
(T )r( ar arV

M2 aT u

M (T -1) +P , K -- (T -1)1l3r T lr T

at r = 1. (A. 7)

The standard finite-difference solution for this problem involves

the solution of

F (x) =0 ,(A. 8)

where

l U2 , 1

4 T 3,1

- (A.9)

x
2M-3 uM,l

x 2m-i M+1,1

x 2 MIl

19A.
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and the components of F are the finite difference equations obtained

from the discretization of Eqs. (A.7). The Crank-Nicolson solution

of Eqs. (A.l)--subject to Eqs. (A.2b) and (A.2d), and the solution

of Eqs. (A.7) [with P(r, 0) given]--also involves the solution of

Eq. (A.8) for successive j, j - 2, 3, 4, ..., N, N + 1. In that case,

the components of F are slightly different from those for j 1. For

each fixed J(z2), x is redefined [cf. Eq. (A.9)] as

x u
1 2,j

x T
2 2,j

3 u3,j

S4 
T 3,j

-0.

x - (A.10)

x M-3 UM,j

2M-2 T M,j

X2M-i UM+l, j

x2M TM+I, j

The overall flow in subrout.. .- MSWEEP is thus as outlined in Fig. A.4,

Newton's method (see Fig. A.5) being used in all cases to solve the

component equations of Eq. (A.8) because they are nonlinear.

To fully describe subroutine MSWEEP, we must define the follow-

ing processes:

1. The specific finite-difference schemes used to reduce Eqs.

(A.7) to Eq. (A.8) for j = 1 (y - 0), and Eqs. (A.1), (A.2b),

and (A.2d) to Eq. (A.8) for j > 2 (y > 0).

2. The corresponding specifications of J (as aF/x; see Fig.

A.5).

3. The specific Gaussian elimination scheme used to compute

(as -l F; see Fig. A.5).

tr
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Compute and compactly store nonzero
values of spare Jacobian matrix

Xld

r Use Gaussian elimination (simplified

by sparseness of J) to find 6 as
solution of J6 - - F(old)

Generate

4.

Fig. A.5--Flow chart of Newton steps used in subroutine MSWEEP

VA
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For j - 1, the usual discretization for second-order ordinary dif-

ferential equations is used to reduce Eqs. (A.7) to Eq. (A.8). That

is, for any dependent variable w, interior derivatives are replaced

by the centered difference approximations

-2w - I Wi+l' 1 2wi'l +Wi-l'l

\3r-/ i, (r

(.w) (A.11) -Wil,

ril 2 Ar (A.ll)

In addition, boundary derivatives are taken as, for example,

,. w2, - wl
1r Ar (A.12)

Thus, as indicated by the corresponding discretization stencil at

the bottom of Fig. A.3, no more than three values of u and T are

involved in each component equation in Eq. (A.8) [see Eq. (A.9)]--

and those values are at successive r For each j > 2, the Crank-

Nicolson scheme to be defined by Eqs. (A.13) and (A.14) is used to

reduce Eqs. (A.1), (A.2b), and (A.2d) to Eq. (A.8). Centered dif-

ferences are also used, with interior and boundary approximation

stencils as shown in Fig. A.3, interior approximations being

la~w\ 1 (w+,, -2w., *+ wl._ + wi+l~j~l - 2wi_1+w_._
2) 2k (Ar) 2  (Ar) 2

3r 2 2i.r 2 2Ar ljl

~ .Z.
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(LW )i j " wi ' i - w i'j-l)

Mwi j  (wi~ ij I  (A. 13)

and the boundary formulas being of the form

w w w+ 2,j-l wL-

Dr 2 (w Ar Ar )

1

(W) . L + ) (A.14)
l,j 2w 1,j l'j-l

As in linear problems [Isaacson and Keller, 1966], the resulting

nonlinear scheme has proven to be convergent, stable, and accurate

in providing solutions to the turning-region boundary value problem.

In reducing either Eqs. (A.7) or Eqs. (A.1), (A.2b), and (A.2d)

to Eq. (A.8) by means of Eqs. (A.11) through (A.14), it proves con-

venient--both notationally and computationally--to begin by decom-

posing x (for all j) into

U T2,j 2,j

u3 ,j T3 ,j

4. 4.
U and T= (A.15)

UMj TM,j

UM+ij TM+lj

and arranging the corresponding F(x) as

... . .~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ..... ...-.'.--"- - = " "' _ - ,
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H2

G3

H 3

F , (A.16)

GM

GM+l

HM+l

where the G and H represent the components that arise primarily

from the discretization of the horizontal momentum and energy equa-

tions, respectively, about the grid point (ri, yj). The specific

forms of the Gi and H. are derived shortly. As mentioned above

(p. 82), centered differencing results in each Gi and Hi involving

at most six of the 2M ui j and T.i . The Jacobian matrix derivatives

of

G2 H 2
G 3  H 3

G u ) . a n d H (u , T ) . (A .1 7 )

GH

M+ I '+ i

with respect to u and thus have the following sparse, banded

forms:

I
Bom

PA ja
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11 OL120

OL20  C121  aL22

CL30  a31  a32

'14-2,0 'M-.2,1  aM- 2

(A. 18a)

11 120

20 21 2

30 31 32

8 8
M-2,0 M-2,1 M-2,2

SM-1,0 6M-1,1 6M-1,2

0 8M0o Ml

(A.18b)
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yl y1 0

Y20 21 2

00 31 32

a 6 6 0 1- ,1 Y -

11 12

6 20 6 21 622

6 30 6 31 632

302, 31,1 M-,

6 6

M-1,0 M-1,1 M-1,2

0 6 6~ ~

(A.18d)

. . . . .. . ..
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From Eqs. (A.10) and (A.15) through (A.18), the J - aI9 Jacobian

is then easily computed from the nonzero elements in the Jacobians

of Eqs. (A.18) as

31 31 '32 3

L - *'

(A.19)

DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS AND JACOBIAN ELEMENTS

Specific forms for G and H, and hence for F and the various a,

8, y, and S coefficients in Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19), are derived as

follows. Subject to Eqs. (A.11), the first two lines of Eqs. (A.7)

are approximated at r - ri, 2 ! i M, by

LOA.... ... Z . .
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T \'l 2 Ar) 12 Ar)

- 2u i + U

1 ~, ( -1r)

r 2 Ar)2

u__ 1 Cr 0)l' -
T(T 

-' 4 )
T \2 Ar/ q~r, 0 (

i,1

+ Ti+111 -2Ti + T,_

(Ar)
2

+ 1+, 1 T,_// )(A.20)

From Eqs. (A.2b), CA.2d), and (A.12), we then also have

u 1 1' =0 T 1 1  T 2 ,1 *(A.21)

and

Ar~ ~~) (Mll 2 C 1) + pM1,

K~(~~rM1) ( ~' T~~ (A.1).1r

Id.
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For j 1 1, we thus have

G2  (u 3 , 1 - 2u 2 , 1 ) - r22)1 u3,1- (P3, 1 - P,)

-( u2, I 2,1

r2 ,

-~u. K,-' 2 1 A

H2 = (r3, 1  2 1  2 (T3 , 1 -T 2 , 1 )

+ (q(r 2 , 0) - a(T4,1- 1)) Ar ; (A.23)

M1 /u. 1
r I -2u + uU) - I -- I- )Gi"A (i+l,l - Ui'l +  i-ill 2 (T Ti, I  (ui+l I - Ui-il )

1P pUm \ Ar
- (Pi+l,l i-. )- M1 rii/ r3

Hi = (T - 2T + T- ) _ -Ti- 1 1 )

+ (q(ri, 0) a(T 4, - 1)) Ar (A.24)

for 3 :r i M; and

M 1 l) - P
G \T-u+i,-(TM -)-

M+1~l M+, M1 +1,1 M+1,1
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+ 1  - T,) -T - 1) (A.25)
Ar ( TM+II (M+1,1 •

From Eqs. (A.23) through (A.25), the Jacobian elements in Eqs.

(A.18) and (A.19) are then found to be

11 2 (Ar 2 (T2) '

(U2 (u31)

8t12 -i
,2,1

II

$12 ' 0,

711 (T2, 1 ,

Y12 - 0,

*21

12 ,, 2 " - ,A.2

ie Ai_ ;Oi _ .. . . . . .. A- L - -
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aMi 1 / Ar\2+ 1 u 4 1

1-1,1 Ar ' r,2 T T I'

a m (2 + ( r) u ~~ -'-

i-1,2 r 2.T

i-1,0 0,

=0

i-1,2 r -2.~

1~ ( 1 i 1 __

i-1,2 Ar +2rji) 2 TA27

14 (u'~.,,- T......3.. 7
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for 3 : i M; and

M1

,0 Ar'

\TM+, l/ TM+l, I

M,0 -0

( 2
1 - 2

TM+I I '

YM,I -- +0,,

=0

_ K1

X1, 0 Ar

K (A.28)
M, 1 Ar T2

For j Z 2, the derivation of relevant forms for G and H begins

with a preliminary rewriting of Eqs. (A.1) in the following equiv-

alent form:

1 (rpu) + (Pv) 0
r r y

i ru 2 )  + 3P + _L + "uv

r r r + a (uv) = M 2 r2 - r

* g-- fr.r*r
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;+ AP= 0
ay

at a v.i a a T L j_r r(ru) + TruT E -(TvT) K =

'I+ q(r, y) - a(T 4 1

pT - 1 (A.29)

Subject to Eqs. (A.13), this set is approximated at each interiorI

grid point (r,9 y.) 2 : i:9M, of line j, 2 Z j :CN +l1by the

finite difference system

4 Ar r.j (H + T -, ((1 +T

+ M 0 , (A. 30a)

4 + _ -(( 2j)l ++j2ji

i/u ii+l,j rU~l TU T

~~~4 Ar ilj lj1- - 1.1-Pi-~-1)

Ay ii) 
(A 30b)-l

u Ij 2u2

.. .~ ilj+ '~~ - '- -~ -
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- (.~~ + (A. 30c)

$ 1 r(i+l ni(
Ar rji-1, ii~-) T (i...ij + il~

+ - (v~ -V

-Til 2T .. + T i-1 . + Ti+. 2T +T

1 ~2 (Ar) 2

r 1( 4 Ar

+ 1 (ri, y. + q~i + a ((Ti +i..) 4 - )

(A. 30d)

p having been eliminated for convenience. This system is simplified

by solving Eqs. (A.30a) and (A..30c) for v and P..in terms of the

various u and T on line j and variables on line j - 1 as

r

IT
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and substituting those results into Eqs. (A.30b) and (A.30d) to gen-

erate (f or 2 :9 i : M)

0. i~11 - 2u ij+~ .i1) - \/
-,J 4-, ii .T +l j ri T -,

-um (Ar) A _ _-_ _

\Ay /, i,j~ - 4 Ar ri I~T)i+ 1~ r 1 (~-~

+ r1~1 (.+,, h1 - r. l...1,,I)) Ri =0

rK 1 ~ j1 ri T ilj1

2 Ar(T -2Ti + T - -

2 i+l,jii i-1,j) 4 )u li i- j

K 1A
-- T T A T (v
r. i+1, j Ay1I i, j \T i.~ 4 Ar

1~~ (-~j i ij-l j1

+a ((T i. + T i~1 )~ Ar 1+ 0 0A32

I2

-. - _ _-
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where

R ilu 2ui 2 Ar iUi+l,j- 1  i,j-I + Ui-l,j-l 4 T1

r1 i-l- -r -1 i-l,j-) 2 Ar
ri. ri/

+ 2(P Pij ) - A y Ti+lljll T 1 1 . 1

i= 2 --- (i+l,j- 1  2 (TiT- +  
Tilj) - \ri /Ul,j 1

+Ar u

-\ri / i-l,j - 1  r i (i~l,j-1 -lz,j_ 1  y vi'j-1

+ q(r i , y.) + q(ri, Y Ar . (A.33)

As outlined in Fig. A.4, a recursive Crank-Nicolson scheme is

employed in subroutine MSWEEP to generate a numerical solution to

Eqs. (A.1), (A.2a), (A.2b), and (A.2d), subject to a given P(r, 0).

For j = 2, 3, ... , N + 1, the solution on line j is found using solu-

tion data on line j - 1, the solution for j - 1 being used to start

the recursion. For each j 2, the relevant forms of G and H. (as

components of F), 2 C i C M, are therefore exactly those in Eqs. (A.32)

[cf. Eqs. (A.24)), variables with j - I suffices being known. From
Eqs. (A.2b), (A.2d), and (A.14), we also have

I

* '-. , • t .. "



u1j= 0,1-7 Tl1jT 2 ,j (A.34)

and

M1 +ij - mli + um+l j-1 - "4'j-) = mM+1.i

2 Ar \M+1

'1+ li+ T M+l j1

2/

++,-
2

+ (Y. +

'1j Mj+ T'1+l ...h - Mi1j~=(+ + UI+1 i - \
K 1 TMli- ~j2 Ar /1 T\TM+1,j + TM~l.l

+ TM+1 11 2)

(A.35)

Therefore, for i Z! 2,

G - E (TM+lIl TM+l j.L-l

M+1 2 Ar (Um,+ij -UM.j + NU,lj-i - Uj1l 1 2'

-p+ ( + Ay - (v. + y.\1+1, j- 1 4 V+ TM~j 1  2 i -

'11 2Ar ,+I,,j M1,j ,+,,jJl M,j_,)

-E~ '1+ T\~ - (A.36)

t. ,4 r *2
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where

E. l+1i + + (A.37)

J rM+l,j + TM+l,j-l

From Eqs. (A.32), (A.34), and (A.36), the Jacobian elements in

Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19) are then as follows for each j k 2:-L 2> Au1)
MIr Ayr

I l2 4 L(k'(1(3, + ('1)

l2 A(2(T .4Z -A 3j T-J 3,j-)

Y1 2  - j)2 - j)

611=2 )Lr ~ () +~~~

3,j j 23,j-

T2 , +T 2 i.)-

612 = T - \2j 3,J (A.38)

3 K] ..
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~N~,Oi (12r+ ,r 1)(2()1 -

ti-1,1 = 2 Ar 2r 4 T

=t 1~ (2u. A yi

T -r -AlTy

r-r+i \Tjui.-,jf+0!ilj1

+ 2

\r/J,j

*1~o 4 r
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Y1-1,1i

yi-1,2 
Til

'5~ + J - ~- (,,, 0-) /+1ji-l,1 Ar I -ri 4 i)T2 ,j

+ ) (+1 (2a~ +. 2 (ii +i..l) Ar

K + lr__T (A. 39)15-1,2 T- 4r ) r ( ~ (-2)I i 'T'i)+1,jf

for 3 : i !:M; and

0I, 2 Ar

M, 0 0

BM E ( T 2 A- Ay.
M+1,j + Tm+1 Jj-) 1+,j
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YM, = 0 ,

1 1 

S TM+I,j + TM+l,j-1

K1

,= - 2 Ar'

K1  E.

6 = 1-(A. 40)
M,1 2 Ar TM+l j +TM+l.,jI

The detailed specification of G, H, and J ( F/ax) is now com-

plete for all cases. The equation J6 - -F is solved for 6 using

Gaussian elimination [Isaacson and Keller, 1966]. For efficiency,

standard sparse-matrix methods are employed: only nonzero elements

of J [see Eq. (A.19)] are stored, and operations involving zero

elements are automatically omitted.

PROGRAM LISTING

FORTRAN listings of all parts of the computer code are now

presented. Table A.2 lists the main proigram, and Tables A.3, A.4,

and A.5 list the subroutines BCFUNC, SPRINT, and MSWEEP, respectively.
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SUMMARY

This report considers the large-fire environment that would occur

in an urban area subject to a nuclear weapon explosion. The effects

of system parameters are explored in a sensitivity study, and results

for three model cities are presented.

The examples are characterized by extensive areas simultaneously

burning, strong buoyancy, and large temperature gradients. Several

such fires occurred during World War II. Though those fires were

dramatic in intensity and destructiveness, each involved a relatively

small area. A nuclear weapon explosion could generate a far larger

area fire and a more severe fire environment. This report is intended

to define such large fires. The results should be applicable for

damage evaluation, formulation of shelter requirements, and rescue

planning.

The calculations are based on the theory developed in Part I of

this report, which is applicable to the fire zone and the volume

immediately above it (turning region). The effects of variable area

heating, turbulence, strong buoyancy, large temperature changes, and

radiation are treated. The induced fire winds and rapid temperature

changes at the fire periphery are uniquely determined by the use of

jump conditions. Simulations of the Hamburg firestorm and a large

Flambeau fire agreed well with available data.

The parametric analysis considers a large area fire and the ef-

fects of fire size, heating rates, mixing coefficients, and hot gas/

smoke radiation. The results show the influence of those variables

on the induced fire winds, mean temperature, and pressure gradients.

In general, an increase in either the fire size or heating rate raises

the mean temperature levels and the induced fire-wind velocities.

For the larger heat release rates or fire sizes, the attendant in-

creases in mean temperature and velocity are limited by compressi-

bility effects.

Fires such as may result from a megaton-yield explosion are

analyzed for three model urban areas. Each city is characterized by

NO-
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a high-density center, a surrounding belt of mixed residential/

industrial construction, and a lower density suburban belt. Each

model city portrays a different degree of building density and urban

sprawl. The results illustrate how a particular city geometry affects

the velocity and temperature fields for a given fire. An additional

series of computations considers reduction of the fire area by severe

blast damage and debris formation. For those calculations, complete

burning was allowed in an annular area, with the fire intensity signif-

icantly reduced in the center.

Finally, the model is employed to estimate the behavior of the

velocity and temperature fields as a function of fire evolution.

Those calculations may indicate the most appropriate periods for

effecting rescue operations as well as provide an estimate of time-

dependent shelter loadings.
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